Absfroct -The trellis complexity of block codes is closely related to their soft-decision decoding complexity. We investigate the trellis properties of composite-length cyclic codes. Trelliis-oriented decompositions are presented, and improved upper bounds on the trellis complexity are derived.
I. INTRODUCTION The research on trellis diagrams of block codes is strongly motivated by the increased interest in efficient trellis-based soft-decision decoding algorithms [I]- [3] . The main objective is to reduce the trellis complexity.
Denote by C(n.k) a linear block code of length n and minimal CLCC is a concatenation of an outer code over GF(& and an inner minimal cyclic code over GF(q). Denote by D, the minimal cyclic code of length n over GF(q) with nonzero a', where a is a primitive nlhroot of unity. 
is obtained. In many cases the bound in (2) significantly improves the Wolf bound s(C)<min(kK,nN-kK).
then a generalized Wolf bound
7heorem 2: Ler C , ( N , K ) and Cz(n,k) be codes over G F ( q ) . Let C be the direct product code C,@C,. Then s(C) is upper bounded as indicated in ( I ) and (2).
The code C,@C, is equivalent to C,OC,. Therefore, alternative bounds on s(C) are obtained by interchanging C, and Cz in (1) and (2).
